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Firstly, my thanks to TIGHT FIT for standing in for me last week as Scribe at the very last moment.
Sick is just not descriptive enough as to how I felt, so thank you TF, great read!
Our Leader, back on form, got the Hares in to thank them, in what is always a beautiful laager, high
above Chaofa West..No Cup even left her cakes and pies to come in the circle to have a drink with us!

HASH HORN...once again it was twice Nightly ( I said if you did a good job you would get it
again)..Well done TN, thanks!
RETURNERS in…Six, including our very own GM’s wife…where’s your name?..welcome home!
BUM SCRAPPER gets called in by the GM because her big spotty dog did a big spotty shite in the
circle and tried to cover it up with pink paper…clever spotty dog!
VIRGIN in…only a young Thai lad..Fungus gave him his instructions as Hangover did the watery
deed!
VISITING HASHERS…where, oh where are our visitors for other Hashes?..staying home, out of the
rain!

RUN OFFENSES..Guess who started…yes..Manneken Pis calls in Tootsie..he was on the piss last
night ( always has good Friday’s does out Tootsie)…but he was still pissed he had to walk..not Run..so
on the walk he went..with his Mommy! Fungus gets in Kaiser Bill..KB cut across the volley ball court,
missing the net but then fell over a stick..that stuck in his back..well you call him a tosser if you want!
Fungus then calls in lead Hare, Gorgeous, had just finished laying his paper when he went arse over tip
and cut his head ( which Fungus applied some yellow cake on it..well done Hash Quack?) Woodpecker
calls for the Hares..so she can share her wrath..in they come, looking a bit sheepish..Twenty years I’ve
been coming to the Hash..and I have NEVER BEEN LOST..until today..and it cost me 500Baht to get a
taxi back!..Gorgeous calls Woodpecker back in and suggests we have a whip round for her taxi
fare..hands in your pockets HARES, anyway if the rest of us can get back ok..it’s your fault! Wilma
calls for all the clowns that followed Top Off…you know the ones that followed fools paper…the circle
as crowded out..BRING ON THE CLOWNS!..wrong place and wrong way round! Wilma then gets in
Paper as he watched her running round like a bloody fool after her dogs! Lucky Lek calls in
Gorgeous..as lead Hare he only brought 2 bags of paper..not enough for today..now we know! Fungus
calls for Doodle Bug and Little Focker..why? he caught them wondering around a graveyard..they
thought it was a dead end?!

STEWARD…Murkury Starts off by calling in Doodle bug and Little Focker..he told them they were on
the Run not the walk..going the wrong way but they continued, no telling someone! Once Weekly..you

know eight years ago I got OW in the circle for being the fastest Aussie runner on the Hash..how times
change..No Murkury HOW TIME CHANGES! Blast Off in the circle..M remembers when BO used to
say..Aussies are the greatest sporting Nation in the world..well no longer..(if ever!)..right..Mc Furher,
King Klong and Top Off(ski)..Three doctors in a bar German, English and a Russian (ski)..The German
said medicine in my country is so advanced, we can take a lung out of one person, put it in another and
have he looking for work in four weeks..The Russian doc says..In my country medicine is so advanced,
we can take half a heart from one person put it in another and have the both looking for work in two
weeks..King Klong, our English doc said in the UK we can take arseholes out of Scotland, put them in
Downing Street and have half the country looking for work within 24 hours!...Well done Murkury,
funniest STEWARD..TODAY!..thanks!
RUN SHIRTS..Kaiser Bill comes in for the GM to give him his 300 Run Shirt..after 20 years..better
sooner than later..well done!

DEPARTERS in..just a couple..Doodle Bug and Little Focker of to see the Germans for their summer
HARES in Our Run Master, Manneken Pis tells us that a couple of months ago these Hares emailed
him to get this spot..then two weeks ago Fungus thought he was doing it..Run Master sort it out!..Good
Run was called, so as there is no Hash Shit holder the Run Master will hold it for next
week..BASTILEVDAY..Tootsie watch out!
The GM closes the circle..just two more to go WTFIA!
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